
DYSON Gen5detect Absolute Cordless
Vacuum Cleaner

SKU: IT64670

€999.00

Specifications

Technical Specifications
Bucket capacity: 0.77 lt
Charging Time: 4.5 hours
Run time: 70 min (low mode), 5 min (boost mode)
Modes: Three Modes (Eco, Auto, Boost)
Suction power: 280 Air Watts
Dyson`s most powerful suction: Spins up to 135,000rpm, generating 280 AW of
powerful suction for a deep clean
Fluffy OpticTM cleaner head: The Fluffy Optic™ cleaner head illuminates the
microscopic dust and dirt you can't normally see on hard floors
: Brighter illumination reaches 300mm3 – so you don't miss anything. Reveals 2x
more invisible dust



Piezo sensor: Monitors particles 15,000 times a second to count and size sucked-
up dust and debris
: Shows you what you’re sucking up on the LCD screen as you clean
Removes: A powerful Dyson Hyperdymium™ motor increases suction power
when higher dust volumes are identified
Digital Motorbar™ with de-tangling comb: Polycarbonate vanes automatically
clear wrapped hair from the brush bar as you clean
: In Auto mode, Dyson DLS™ technology monitors brush bar resistance 360 times
a second, intelligently adapting power across different floor types
Up to 70 minutes of run time: Advanced ten -cell battery delivers up to 70
minutes of whole-home cleaning
: Remove and replace for extended cleans Innate system monitoring and altitude
sensors optimise power to the cleaner head
Whole-machine HEPA filtration: Whole-machine HEPA filtration captures 99.99%
of particles as small as 0.1 microns (μm)³ – and even traps viruses

General Specifications
Button: Single-button power control
Dyson Gen5 Hyperdymium™ Motor: 752 Watt
Cleaner heads: Digital Motorbar™ Cleanerhead, Fluffy OpticTM Cleanerhead
Screen: LCD Display
Battery: 1 x battery Click-in 10-cell, 1 x charger, energy-dense battery

Included in the Box
Digital Motorbar™ Cleaner head
Fluffy Optic Cleanerhead
Combination tool
Hair screw tool
Built-in Dusting & Crevice Tool
Wall Docking station
Charger

Dimensions & Weight
Dimensions (HxWxL): 27.6 x 127.6 x 25 cm
Weight: 3.5 kg


